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Old Sultan Bima and His 3 Sons 
Arabian Nights 

1999, Hallmark Home Entertainment 
Available at GRCC Library in Basic Skills Collection 

Story is near the end of the movie: last 1/4 

 
It happened long ago in far Yemen before recorded time.  Old Sultan 

Bima had 3 sons.  Ali was known for the extraordinary strength in his hand.  
Hussein was a master swordsman, and Achmed was a master bowman.  They 
fought all the time.  The Sultan's wife kept saying that they would grow out 
of it.  But the Sultan told his wife, "You've been saying this for 10 years!" 

One day the three young men were fighting out in the Sultan's garden.  
You could hear different voices saying, "Princess Fatima loves ME!"   

The King called his sons into his room.  He told his sons, "I have 3 
blockheads for sons!  What is going to happen when I die?  You will tear the 
country apart!" He decided to send his sons on a quest.  He told them that 
he wanted each one of them to bring back the greatest wonder in the world.  
Whoever did so would be the next leader of Yemen.  He gave them one year 
for this quest and told them they must leave together and return together. 
So the sons traveled to the Travelers Rest.  They then went into the 
unknown to find the greatest wonder in the world.   

Ali found himself in the city of Zivac.  One man told him about a 
wonderful telescope.  All you had to do was ask and you could see anything 
you wished in it.  He went to see the owner to see if he might purchase the 
telescope.  The man told him that he wouldn't sell it, but that he might give 
it to him as a gift.  The man wanted entertainment.  Fight with my 
champions.  Ali did so and won.  But the man's champions were magical.  He 
clapped his hands and the champions came back.  The second time the 
champions had knives.  Ali said, "That is not fair!"  But he fought the 
champions with knives.  He threw a knife at a champion and it hit the man.  
He died and all the magical champions disappeared.  Ali took the telescope.  

Achmed headed north.  He heard that there was a rare fruit that 
cured all illnesses.  When he talked to the people who owned it, they told him 
it was not for sale.  Achmed asked if he could give something in return for 
the holy green apple.  The people decided to give him a test to see if he was 
worthy to own the apple.  Achmed used his bow and arrow and hit a bulls-eye 
on the wall.  He then took another bow and split the first arrow in two.  He 
blew out the flame on a candle with his bow.  Then he was asked to do one 
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final thing.  Hit the apple off a young boy's head.  But he needed to do so 
with a blindfold on.  Achmed wouldn't do it.  He said, "It's a risk!"  Finally he 
said, "I lose."  The men told him, "No you win by losing.  You weren't 
prepared to win at any cost.  They gave him the holy green apple and also 
gave him some words of advice.  
 Hussein went to Petra.  He met a carpet seller who had only one very 
old, dirty carpet to sell for 50 pieces of gold.  Hussein couldn't believe that 
the old man had only one carpet to sell.  "It's a flying carpet.  It'll take you 
anywhere!"  Hussein didn't believe that flying carpets existed.  Then he saw 
it fly.  He decided he DID want to buy it.  However, the old man was not 
interested in selling his magic carpet.  He wanted to rob and kill Hussein.   
The thieves threw many knives at Hussein.  Hussein took the magic carpet 
and ran.  The thieves yelled, "Stop, thief!"  Hussein dropped the magic 
carpet in the marketplace and it began to fly.  Hussein jumped on.  The old 
man, the thief, jumped onto the carpet and started a sword fight with 
Hussein.  Hussein lost his sword.  The thief fell off then held onto a thread 
of the carpet.  Hussein made the carpet go around a statue many times and 
finally the thief fell off.  Hussein had escaped with the magic carpet.   
 Hussein met his brother Ali and Achmed at the Traveler's Rest.  They 
talked about their adventures and their objects of wonder.  Achmed wanted 
to know if Ali's telescope really worked.  He picked it up and asked to see 
his father.  All the sons looked in the telescope.  Their father was sick and 
dying.  They were still a long way from their home.  Hussein took out his 
magic carpet and all of the sons rode quickly to their father's side.   They 
arrived in time to save their father's life with Ali's holy green apple. They 
were united now and for the rest of their lives and they ruled in peace and 
harmony.   


